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According to information published on the Wisconsin Circuit Court Access system over spring break, Lawrence University senior Thomas Skoog was charged with five counts of “possession of child pornography.”This violation of campus safety angered much of the stu-dent body. Seniors Oumou Cisse and Catherine Bentley organized a movement called FULU that included a series of silent pro-tests, the first of which took place on Thursday, March 31. Students gathered outside of Sampson House, the location of President Mark Burstein’s office, with mask-ing tape over their mouths.  Students stood out on the lawn in the rain with a variety of signs with slogans such as “You failed us,” “Why is preparatory comfort valued over survivors?” and “It was legal when I was in school.” Burstein and Director of Wellness and Recreation Erin Buenzli came out of Sampson House and stood with protestors.“I thought it was incredibly insulting for them to stand out there with us in sort of this pur-ported sense of solidarity. When in reality, not only were they under the roof protected from the rain but they were physically positioned higher than us, like a Western-style standoff. It was completely inappropriate,” said Bentley.  “We were there with the lofty goal of hopefully getting [Vice President for Student Affairs] Nancy [Truesdell] and [Associate Dean of Faculty and Title IX Coordinator Robert Williams] to resign and step down,” con-tinued Bentley. “Also, we hoped to demand accountability from [Truesdell] and [Williams]. We hoped that showing them how angry we are would be enough for them to, at least, issue an apology.”Williams stated, “I have rec-ommended to the president that Title IX coordination be assigned to a permanent staff position so that the person responsible for coordination can develop greater expertise and devote more atten-tion to Title IX duties. I think that would better serve the university and Lawrence community.” More information related to the topic can be found in Williams’ Letter to the Editor. “I care deeply about the health, safety and well-being of Lawrentians, and I know that recent circumstances have gener-ated very real pain and anger,” commented Truesdell. “I agree 
with students who believe that there is more work for all of us to do related to issues surrounding sexual misconduct, and I feel con-fident that many of us at Lawrence are focused [on] and dedicated to improving the student experience in any way we can.”Bentley explained that FULU’s continued goal is to “demand that someone takes accountability for the complete mishandling of stu-dent safety on campus, not only with the Skoog case, but others as well.”Cisse and Bentley admitted that the protest was not inclu-sive to everyone, but depended on the participants’ stage of healing instead. “We acknowledge, accept and respect that maybe this is not ideal and comfortable for some people,” said Bentley. Cisse added, “A big point is that the protest was not an outing process. Showing up was never and will never been indicative of survivorship—just allyship.” Burstein aimed to more aptly address student con-cerns in an open meeting held by Student Alliance against Sexual Harassment and Assault (SAASHA).  “If I were a student on this campus, I would feel less safe because of this case,” he said. Williams was invited to attend the meeting, but was unable due to a scheduling conflict. Truesdell was not asked to participate. Burstein hopes to add an additional full-time counselor and give SAASHA a slot during Welcome Week to provide sexual education to incoming freshmen. When faced with similar cases in the future, Burstein will not con-sult the student body’s opinion when deciding whether or not a student is allowed back on cam-pus, claiming that giving students “full information about a case would be inappropriate.” Despite student outrage, Burstein stated he will not provide an apology to the student body for how the Skoog case was adjudicat-ed, as it was done fairly under the university’s old sexual misconduct policy. However, Burstein plans to formally apologize for the impact the case has had on the campus community. “Although the administra-tion claims to be a ‘college that changes lives,’ I don’t think they are brave enough to be part of the movement where colleges all over the country have been adopting mandatory expulsion policies and listening to survivors and helping women feel safe at their schools,” concluded Bentley. “For some rea-son I don’t think the administra-tion is willing to take that step.” 
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Lawrence taken aback by student’s shocking arrest 
Tina Czaplinska
Staff Writer 
_____________________________________
Students express outrage 
toward administration
On Tuesday, March 15, the Appleton Police Department (APD) arrested Lawrence University student Thomas Skoog on five charges of “possession of child pornography.” The arrest fol-lowed a lengthy investigation and brief communication with univer-sity officials. The day after Skoog’s arrest, the Outagamie County district attorney’s office filed a criminal complaint that provides further information from various police agencies.Over the course of January and February of 2016, APD Sergeant Matt Kuether received multiple cybertips from the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children (NCMEC). Upon investigation of the tips, Kuether determined an individ-ual using Lawrence University’s IP address had uploaded several images constituting child pornog-raphy to Google Plus.Kuether was able to narrow down his search after Edina Police Department Detective Kenna Dick contacted him about several tips from December of 2015 relating to the same email address and associated with an IP address belonging to the Skoog family. Additionally, in-house records of Skoog’s phone number matched the one provided in eight tips. This prompted the APD to contact Lawrence University.According to Vice President for Student Affairs Nancy Truesdell, the university’s involve-ment was restricted to cooperat-ing with the police according to their legal procedures. “Monday, [March 14,] late in the day, the police got in touch […] and indi-cated that they were working on this investigation,” reported Truesdell. “On Tuesday morning, they had the paperwork neces-sary to have [the Information Technology Center] confirm the names that they already knew.”Director of Information Technology Services Steven Armstrong informed the police that the provided IP address was associated with Skoog’s Lawrence username, “skoogt.” At this point, the APD approached Truesdell about arresting the student. As per university practice, she arranged a meeting between Skoog and the police instead of allowing for a public arrest.The meeting was held in Raymond House where, according to Kuether, Skoog became increas-ingly nervous. The criminal com-
plaint mentions he “began using his phone and, when officers attempted to grab the phone, he pulled it away from them. [Skoog] subsequently refused to make any statements.” At the end of the meeting, Skoog was arrested.Police also searched Skoog’s room in Kohler Hall where they found marijuana and parapherna-lia and seized his laptop. Digital Forensics Examiner Kyle Van Haren found “thousands of images of child erotica and child pornog-raphy on the hard drive of the computer.” Of those images alleg-edly found on Skoog’s computer, five have been used to charge him with offenses under Wisconsin Statues 948.12(1m) and (3)(a). All images are of “young, likely prepubescent, female[s]” engag-ing in sexual poses and acts with men.On Wednesday, March 16, Skoog was issued summons and presented before Judge Mark McGinnis of the Outagamie County Justice Center to inform him of the charges and set bail. The associated charges constitute Class D Felonies and can lead to a maximum of 25 years in prison, $100,000 in fines or both for each count.Truesdell informed the com-munity of the arrest through an email on March 17. She relayed assurances from the APD that the campus community is not endan-gered by the felony charge under investigation. While she report-ed that the arrested student had been suspended “pending the out-come of the criminal court case,” she did not name him and stated that Lawrence administrators will refrain from making additional statements until the investigation becomes public.Initially, members of the administration refused to com-ment and referred inquiries to Associate Vice President of Communications Craig Gagnon. 
The Lawrentian was unable to receive a response He, too, refused to comment beyond the informa-tion provided in Truesdell’s email. Later, President Mark Burstein attributed this initial lack of communication to two key fac-tors. First, Lawrence has to care-fully consider the policies and procedures it is bound by before disclosing student information. Second, many university officials were scattered across the world over break and communication was slower than usual.Following the initial announcement, the Lawrence community actively engaged in discussion of both Skoog’s poten-tial prior history and the universi-
ty’s sexual misconduct policy. The criminal complaint also refers to a 2013 sexual assault investiga-tion at Lawrence involving Skoog. Truesdell denied the university’s involvement in relaying any such information to the police and refused to comment on the verac-ity of any previous investigation.After public outrage and dis-cussion, the university released a more detailed statement through an email from Truesdell to the community and a post on the Lawrence website. This additional statement included Skoog’s name, further information about his arrest and clarifications regarding the sexual misconduct policy.This discourse intensified after The Lawrentian’s coverage came under public scrutiny on social media outlets. Specifically, an update was published on Wednesday, March 29, that included graphic descriptions of the five photos on which charges were pressed. Numerous alumni, parents and students demanded that those descriptions be taken down, many of whom called the post traumatizing and unneces-sary. Eventually, these requests and demands were met, and the detailed descriptions were entire-ly deleted from the update.On Thursday, March 24, Skoog was presented before Judge Mitchell Metropulos for a prelimi-nary hearing. The attorney rep-resenting him was different from the one listed on the initial case document. Additionally, upon the district attorney’s request, Skoog was to hand over both his American and French pass-ports. While the former was sur-rendered, Skoog was unable to locate the latter. The deadline to find and turn over this document was extended indefinitely, until he either found or replaced it. Most importantly, Skoog voluntarily waived his right to a preliminary hearing. The preliminary hearing is the only opportunity a defendant has before trial to challenge the factual basis of the alleged charg-es. By waiving the preliminary hearing, Skoog will most likely be going to trial or entering a plea to resolve the case. Nonetheless, a waiver is by not an indication of guilt.Prosecuting attorney Alexander Duros also warned, “There are no implications for him waiving his preliminary hear-ing.  That’s common in our system and there should be no inferences drawn from that.  The standard at 
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As Wisconsin’s presidential primary approached, all eyes were focused on Appleton. On Tuesday, March 28, Democratic presidential candidate Bernie Sanders hosted a town hall meet-ing at the Fox Cities Performing Arts Center. Sanders was followed by Republican presidential candi-date Donald Trump, who held his campaign rally at the Radisson Paper Valley Hotel on March 30. Both events were free and open to the public, but admission was on a first-come, first-serve basis.On Tuesday morning, a large and exuberant crowd had gath-ered as early as 6 a.m. at the Performing Arts Center to wel-come U.S. Senator Bernie Sanders. Doors for the event opened at 9:30 a.m. Due to the overwhelm-ing size of the crowd, both the Thrivent Financial Hall and the Kimberly-Clark Theater were 
used to accommodate the attend-ees. Sanders made his first appearance at the Kimberly-Clark Theater at 12:30 p.m.; he then moved outside to talk to the over-flow crowd before giving a lengthy speech at the Thrivent Financial Hall. Armed with the cheers of his supporters, Sanders expressed his confidence about the results of Wisconsin’s Democratic Primary. “I believe we have an excellent chance to win here in Wisconsin next week,” he said. Sanders has been running on a liberal agen-da that focuses on social and economic reform as a means of attaining a sustainable future for the next generations of U.S. citi-zens. Hence, it was no surprise when he outlined his demands of a “government in a nation that works for all of us, not just the one percent […] a political and campaign finance system which is democratic and not corrupt.” 
Also, in saying that “you can vote for me, or you can vote against me; that is democracy,” Sanders seemed to advocate  for the value of political integrity. He then gave a brief overview of his plans to address prison reform and income inequality. “We’re going to end private prisons. Corporations should not be mak-ing money locking up fellow Americans,” he said. “We have to raise the minimum wage to a liv-ing wage of 15 [dollars] per hour.” After an extended critique of what he deems to be the highly dys-functional U.S. political system, Sanders concluded his speech by alluding to his optimistic view of the primary’s results. On Wednesday, March 30, Donald Trump hosted a campaign rally at the Radisson Paper Valley Hotel. Doors for the event opened at 1:30 p.m. Unlike the previous day’s event, the crowd consisted 
Senior Thomas Skoog’s booking photos taken after his arrest on Tuesday, March 15.
Photos courtesy of Outagamie County Sheriff’s Office
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Wisconsin 
Primary 
Results
President: Appleton Mayor:WI Supreme Court:
Appleton Alderperson 4:Outagamie County 
Supervisor 2:
Democratic Party Primary:
Bernie Sanders:  57%
Hillary Clinton:  43%
Republican Party Primary:
Ted Cruz:  48%
Donald Trump:  35%
John Kasich:  14%
On Tuesday, April 5, Lawrence University students were able to vote 
as part of Appleton’s Ward 8. Below are the results of the races that 
appeared on their ballot. Note that candidates for Court of Appeals 
Judge, District 3—Thomas M. Hinz—and Appleton City Attorney—
James P. Walsh—ran unopposed. There were two seats available on 
the Appleton Area School District Board and two candidates run-
ning—Jim Bowman and Timothy R. McKeag.
Rebecca G. Bradley: 52%
JoAnne F. Kloppenburg: 48%
Tim Hanna:  64%
Josh Dukelow:  36%
Nadine Miller:  69%
Brian Striegel:  31%
Joe Martin:  62%
David Goetz:  38%
Savvas Sfairopoulos
News Editor
_____________________________________
Presidential candidates hold rallies in Appleton
In order to provide a space for students of the Associated Colleges of the Midwest (ACM) to showcase their work, the Lawrence University Film Studies Department brought the first ACM Film Festival to campus over the weekend of April 1-3. Eleven of the 13 ACM colleges participat-ed, with each student participant sharing a film, screenplay, or aca-demic paper. Emmy Award winner and Artist-in-Residence of the Lawrence University Film Studies Department Catherine Tatge  ‘72 conceived the idea for an ACM Film Festival about five years ago when hearing of the Ivy Film Festival hosted annually at Brown University. “I thought about it when I first started [working with the department],” Tatge said, “but now the faculty raised the money for it so we were able to put this together.” While awards were given on the last day of the film festival, “It’s less about competition and more about getting students from different colleges together,” noted Tatge, “The ACM is always trying to think of ways to get the schools together and this, I think, is a per-fect venue.” Because the ACM Film Festival brings together students with liberal arts backgrounds, Tatge believes it has a unique value in comparison to other stu-
dent film festivals. “A liberal arts background is key to being better filmmakers, because you have a lot more than just technical stuff to draw from,” she explains. “That’s why I think we [the ACM colleges] should support one another.” Sophomore and Russian and Film Studies double major Tannah Marshall participated in the Narrative and Documentary film series. She, like many of the students, was showing one of her first films. In fact, “The Marshall Matter” was only the second film she made in her Introduction to Film Studies class in this past fall. “I’ve realized I have the potential to do more than this class and make bigger things [like films],” Marshall said. “Having your film recognized certainly makes you feel better about it, so it’s very encouraging,” Marshall also described the film festival as a “huge plus for the Film Studies program,” in consideration of the department’s small size and short history. While the ACM Film Festival brought together student artists, it provided many other benefits to the Film Studies Department. Students from the department were able to help coordinate the festival, participate as student judges and moderate film dis-cussions after each section. The film festival also allowed student participants to gain insight from the four judges working in the film industry, three of whom gave workshops during the weekend.
On Thursday, March 31, Wriston Art Center Galleries held an opening reception for the exhi-bition of works by artists Jill Casid, Jim Brozek and Paul Vanderbilt. The exhibition will be open until May 8.The event commenced with a speech by Casid, who described the meaning and philosophy behind the collection of Polaroids photographs she presented, the most prominent of which was “Kissing on Main Street.”  The photographs, according to Casid, were meant to challenge society’s sexual norms, while also standing as a pivotal point in art and the exposure of photography.“These image boxes are not just intimately scaled to the size of a palm,” explained Casid. “They activate a close encounter and are also doubly-intimate in their promise of exposed content, rev-elations of self and the forms of relations that they perform, again, only partially.”Among Casid’s other Polaroid collections that were presented at the exhibition were works such as “Four Sisters,” which con-veyed a narrative on the hidden sexual life of nineteenth-century women.  Other pieces of hers were “Spinster Style,” “Shame’s Glove” and “On a Mattress Cover,” all of which shared the artist’s trope of rethinking sexuality and photo-graphic exposure.   
When asked about what implications her works may have in terms of the ideology and atmo-sphere of art at Lawrence, Casid claimed that there are many ways to answer such a question because of the nature of art in itself.“The potential separateness of the gallery space from the other spaces on campus reinforces an idea that art is a separate, entire-ly specialized activity,” claimed Casid.  “I would argue,” she con-tinued, “that one of the most important aspects of the ‘arts’ in ‘liberal arts’ is that it is motored only by creativity, which is vital for any educational environment, something which an educational environment cannot successfully function without.” Sophomore and Spanish and Studio Art double major Natalie Cash shared her thoughts on Jill Casid’s work. “I think that chal-lenging public opinion is really smart,” she said. “It’s a great way to get attention if the artist is doing something positive. She has a really good angle because public display of affection is a widely popular and questioned act no matter who you are.” “For the disapproving peo-ple,” Cash added, “her work is a little bit of a wake-up call because they need to become more accept-ing and there’s nothing they can do to change that at this point. This is probably one of my favorite works I have seen in the gallery so far – but that’s probably because I’m a photographer.”
Some of the other works dis-played in the exhibition included the still-life photographs of Livija Patikne in the collection titled “Certificates of Presence, the Photography of Livija Patikne” from artist Jim Brozek.  Even though the photographs were not taken by Brozek, he found himself “identifying emotionally” with the photographs of Patikne when they were handed to him by Patikne’s apartment caretaker after her death in 2001.  Wishing to share the images with the public, Brozek submitted the photographs for public display. “I found it interesting how the images seem to shift the lon-ger you look at them,” shared Clair Abitz, a guest at Lawrence. “Regardless of what angle and dis-tance you look at the images from, you are bound to see something different each time.”Paul Vanderbilt’s memoir also made its way to the exhibi-tion. The collection of arts cel-ebrated Vanderbilt’s eye for the unconventional. It was organized by several groups, including the James Watrous Gallery, Wisconsin Academy of Sciences, Arts and Letters and the Library-Archives Division of the Wisconsin Historical Society. “I really like the way all the photographs were displayed,” Abitz added to her account of the experience, “it almost forces you to take more time with each one. It’s a very unique exhibition.”           
An of Evening of Polaroids and 
Still-Life at Wriston Art Galleries
Hannah Birch
For The Lawrentian
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ACM Film Festival brings 
student artists together
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Protestors express their disapproval of specific administrators.
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On Xenophobia
rently dominates the global politi-cal landscape, I sincerely believe that change is possible. I am convinced that mean-ingful reform is the best possible way for a nation to ensure long-term growth and cultural coexis-tence. It is refreshing to see that there are individuals who strive to come up with practical solutions to the aforementioned issues. U.S. senator and current Democratic presidential candidate Bernie Sanders belongs to that group of pioneers, and even if he does not win his party’s nomination, his ideas deserve to be heard and debated. As a Lawrentian, I am inclined to perceive the current political landscape from a very critical standpoint, and I know that I am not alone in this; that is what gives me hope.
Yahoo Asks, Lawrence Answers
    by Regan Martin
Meat Salad  by Lexi AmesUncaged
is a serial comic created as a col-
laboration between the Creative 
Writing Club and the ilLUstrator 
Comics Club. This week’s install-
ment was written by members 
of the Creative Writing Club and 
drawn by Willa Johnson.
As an international student from Greece, I come from a coun-try plagued by political misman-agement and disillusionment. In the most recent national elec-tions, the Greek populace showed tremendous support for Golden Dawn, a far-right, nationalistic political party. It is deeply sad-dening to see that their political agenda, mostly consisting of xeno-phobic and racist ideologies, has become quite prevalent in Greek society today. Over the past few months, I have been following the events leading up to this year’s U.S. presidential election. With Republican candidate Donald Trump being at the forefront of the race for the nomination, I have had numerous familiar and utterly surreal feelings reemerge. Throughout his campaign, Donald Trump has made count-less controversial statements, ranging from his rather unortho-dox plan to erect a wall on the southern border of the U.S. as a means of “keeping out the Mexicans,” to waterboarding and its benefits in the fight against ISIS. With such a vast agenda of contentious remarks, it is no won-der why he receives such exten-sive media attention. Whilst many 
people laugh at his proposed poli-cies and ideologies, it feels as if I am reliving the events that lead to the dramatically successful cam-paign of the nationalistic political party in Greece. As someone who had the opportunity to experience the rise of blatant xenophobia in his own country, I have noticed that the individuals spearheading such movements are usually trying to sugarcoat the vulgarity of their intentions by invoking people’s sense of patriotism. What many fail to realize, however, is that in cases where unsupported discrimination and unfounded hatred are advocated as acts of patriotism, what we are real-ly talking about is nationalism. Therefore, it becomes impossible to reach a peaceful resolution, or even conduct fruitful discourse, when discussing sensitive topics like the refugee crisis. Any kind of meaningful arguments that could be made are overshad-owed by misguided sensational-ism. For example, the argument that Greece, due to its abysmal financial situation, cannot support the overflow crowds of refugees that arrive there monthly is well-found, but it is accompanied by expressions of racism and a desire for discrimination. However, despite all the negativity that cur-
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Lawrence has a rich history 
of athletics. Lawrentians of years 
gone by were members of sports 
teams that still exist today. This 
athletic tradition is worthy of men-
tion.
This year, one such team’s 
history is to be cut short. After 
this season, Lawrence’s golf team 
will no longer be recognized as 
a varsity sport at Lawrence. As 
with all of Lawrence’s teams, the 
golf team’s endeavors have been 
chronicled through the years by 
The Lawrentian. This documenta-
tion speaks of victories and defeats, 
of seasons gone by, and of plans for 
seasons to come.
Did the members of 
Lawrence’s 1966 golf team think 
that in 50 years, their team might 
no longer exist?This year’s golf team will con-sist of three returning regulars and a number of promising new-comers. Tom Hedin will return as number one man after finish-ing sixth in the conference last season. Number three man, Larry New man, who was undefeated in dual matches, and senior Gus 
Murphy, who performed well in the fifth and sixth slots will also be back. Coach Bernie Heselton is counting on veteran Ralph Hartley, who didn’t go out last year. Sophomore John Schulenburg has a good chance to be the third or fourth man. Hugh Denison. John Schade, Bob Boeing and Shaun Donnelly will also be vying for the top spots. Asked about this season’s prospects, Coach Heselton replied, “We might not do as well during the regular season [the Vikes were 8-0 in dual matches last year], but we hope to find a good number four and five men by the con-ference meet. We’re real good at the one, two and three men and should have a real battle for num-ber four or five.” Heselton also pointed out that last year’s squad amassed one of the best dual match records in recent years but ‘‘went to piec-es in the conference’’ and finished a disappointing ninth, lowest in Lawrence golf history. Despite the losses of Harley Holt, Bob Kadorauch and especial-ly Eric Schulenburg to graduation, Heselton expressed hope that the 
Vikes would come through in the traditional style of Lawrence golf. Lawrence is third in the confer-ence in the number of golf cham-pionships won and has consis-tently placed near the top. Grinnell, defending cham-pion, and Knox, a consistent con-tender, should be tough again this sea son. In conclusion, Heselton noted that a lot depends on the weather. In this respect the south-ern schools like Grinnell and Knox have a big advantage by practicing outside while the Vikings are still working out in the indoor cage. The linksmen open with a triangu-lar meet April 15 at Ripon.
As the weather finally gets warmer and the snow melts, the Lawrence University Men’s and Women’s Track and Field teams (Vikings) welcome the beginning of the outdoor season. Although most athletes participate in both indoor and outdoor track, outdoor sees the Vikings at their finest. This year the Vikings will look to build upon the progress that they made in their training during the winter. With the bigger outdoor track, better training conditions and a greater variety of events, the outdoor season will be a great opportunity for the Vikings to work hard and improve upon the men’s eighth-place and wom-en’s ninth-place finishes in the Conference meet during indoor. As always, the Vikings’ main goal for the season is to place as high as possible at Conference. “If everything goes right, I could see us placing as high as fourth,” says senior Tyler Herman. The Vikings have set a high bar for themselves, especially consider-ing their indoor finish, but the team has plenty of talent to take them there.Coming off of very success-ful Cross Country and indoor sea-sons, the men’s team welcomes the return of the distance duo 
junior Max Edwards and freshman Josh Janusiak. The two were top finishers in the indoor Conference three-kilometer race, so look for the two to continue their success in the longer five-kilometer and even ten-kilometer outdoor races. Placed together in the Distance Medley Relay (DMR), the power-ful combination of Herman, senior Cam Davies, sophomore Ethan Gniot and freshman Mayan Essak was only narrowly edged out of an indoor Conference champion-ship. Although the DMR does not exist in outdoor, look for these four make valuable contributions at the top of the distance and mid-distance races. Additionally, freshman Ben Schaefer is poised to have a breakout outdoor sea-son and should consistently finish ahead of many of his older com-petitors.On the women’s side, seniors Clare Bruning and Liz Landes will look to finish their successful Lawrence careers with victories in the distance races. Also expect sophomore Erin Schrobilgen to continue to push for those top spots in the 5K, and she is poised to have a breakout year in the 1,500 meter. Sophomore Sage Greenlee will also look to make a statement after her sixth-place high jump finish at indoor Conference. Look for her to lead the Lady Vikimgs in the field events. 
The Lawrence University’s Men’s Tennis team (Vikings) has a month left of competition before heading to the Midwest Conference Championships. The team is focused on this week-end’s competition in Illinois against Knox College, Monmouth University and Illinois College, hoping to use the momentum from their 8-1 win against St. Norbert’s College to bring back a few wins from this road trip as well.“Getting to take it to a confer-ence rival like that is a big con-fidence boost,”  freshman David Brooker stated. “I think it showed in our matches against Marian.” After defeating St. Norbert’s, the Vikings shut out Marian University. Senior Brian De Corte and junior David Jumes both hat notable performances, bring-ing home a singles win apiece. In doubles, Jumes and DeCorte com-peting together, sweeping their opponents. Additionally, sopho-more Bill Schuman-Kline compet-
ed with Brooker, and senior Adam Busch competed with sophomore Izaya Turenne. De Corte was named Midwest Conference Men’s Tennis Performer of the Week for his performance.“The win against St. Norbert’s College was pretty emotional for me because Bill and I had a close match that we had to save match point in order to win,” Brooker commented. “It was nerve-racking and it was a big boost to our confidence and proved that for the rest of the year we can win close matches like that.” In Florida over spring break there was a similar match against Hamline University that resulted in a close loss, discouraging the two. Moving forwards, Brooker and Schuman-Kline will focus on taking care of business on the doubles court and picking up the last few wins before conference.“Going into Conference, our goal is to be top four in Conference so we can play in the Team Conference Tournament,” Brooker said. “If we go out every day and take care of business, Conference 
will take care of itself.” Keep an eye on this doubles pair as the season comes to a close.The season has been strong for the Vikings, with only one por-tion that went awry within the team. “So far, this season has been quite successful, I would say,” Brooker added. “The only portion that resembled a ‘down’ was our loss to Concordia, because I feel that we really could have pulled that one out. Just a few matches didn’t go our way, but that hap-pens.” After that setback, the team focused on getting better, using practices to their advantages on the journey to success. With the season winding down in a matter of weeks, the Vikings are still preforming at their best and pushing forward into the last stretch of the sea-son. They have no intentions of quitting early when Conference is just within their grasp. The next matches after this week-end include teams from Carroll University, Lake Forest College, Grinnell College and Cornell College.
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   Matt Geleske
    Staff Writer
_________________________
Tina Schrage
Staff Writer
_____________________________________
Track Preview
Sports in photos
NCAA Division III Week celebrates Lawrence University athletes
Over the past week, April 4-8, a slew of events have been put on by the Lawrence Student-Athlete Advisory Committee (SAAC) in celebration of “Division III Week,” sponsored by the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA). The week is meant to recognize the efforts that student-athletes put into competing, both athletically and academically.SAAC is made up of and led by current student-athletes. Junior and co-chair Jackson Straughan, also a member of the Football 
and Men’s Track teams, empha-sized the willingness of everyone who gets involved, saying “Every one of them is volunteering their time; they’re not required to be [involved].”Key events of the week included SAAC Reads, an initia-tive from the Midwest Conference SAAC meant for outreach to ele-mentary school children in the area. On Tuesday, two student-athletes from each sports team went to Richmond Elementary in Appleton to read to children rang-ing from kindergarten to fourth grade. Volunteering at Richmond 
has been a regular outreach pro-gram by SAAC for more than a decade, but perhaps never as much as during Division III Week. SAAC plans to continue working closely in this manner and with other area youth organizations.Another, more noticeable event was the coordination of “Viking Pride” t-shirts worn by a large number of student-ath-letes on Wednesday. The simple recognition of who on campus is involved with athletics was made easier to see, and emphasized one of the key goals of competitive athletics at Lawrence as a whole. According to the NCAA’s website, 
“The true essence of Division III athletics is the full integration of our student-athletes into the cam-pus culture.”Assistant Football Coach Mark Speckman is scheduled to present a speech for the public at 8:30 p.m. on Tuesday, April 12, in the Lawrence Memorial Chapel. The focus of his speech is achiev-ing balance within your life, with-in whatever groups or events you are involved. A former Division III All-American and championship-winning coach, Speckman is no stranger to finding success when others would not expect him to. 
His insight on facing challenges should be valuable, providing tools to help lead a lifetime of perserverance. Drawing on some personal experiences related to his coach, Straughan said, “Sometimes life throws you curve-balls. [Coach Speckman] definitely knows how to handle a few.”Another notable future event by SAAC will be the Special Olympics, hosted on the track out-side Alexander Gym on later this spring.
Wesley Hetcher
For The Lawrentian
_____________________________________
A Blast from the Past
By Teddy Kortenhof
Lawrence Golf Team Prepares for season
Published 4/9/1966 Author Unknown
Men’s tennis team prepares for Conference
Photo courtesy of Paul Wilke
See page 8
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And just like that, the most exciting time of the sports year is over. Another March Madness has come and gone, and while I feel like we might say this every year, this time I actually believe it: This was one of the best tournaments of all time. There were major upsets, thrilling finishes, incred-ible comebacks—which of course means epic collapses—and it was topped off with possibly the best championship game ever. With so much that happened, it is impossi-ble to adequately sum it up in one article, but here are the moments that this tournament will be most remembered by.While the first round show-cased a ton of thrilling finishes, none were more exciting than the two buzzer beaters and the big-
gest upset. Michigan State came into the tournament as most people’s pick to run the table. However, they were beaten in the first round by 15-seed Middle Tennessee, which made it only the eighth time a 15th seed has beaten a second seed. Providence defeated University of Southern California on a last second layup off of an inbounds play, which was then outdone by a half court heave at the buzzer to win it for Northern Iowa.  Northern Iowa was part of two of the most excit-ing games in the tournament, first beating Texas on the half court shot but then again for a different reason: what will be remembered as the biggest collapse in recent memory.  Up by 11 with 40 sec-onds to go against Texas A&M, they squandered their lead and eventually lost in overtime.Two other big storylines 
from the tournament were those of Syracuse’s improbable run and Buddy Hield’s impressive tour-nament for Oklahoma. Syracuse came in as a 10th seed and many did not even think they would be selected to make the tourna-ment. They proved their doubters wrong and went all the way to the Final Four, where they lost to North Carolina. Buddy Hield for Oklahoma definitely increased his draft stock by dominating oppo-nents at the highest level and was without a doubt the best play-er in the tournament as he led Oklahoma to the Final Four.Then, of course, there was the championship game. Despite all of the upsets, it was the second-seeded Villanova Wildcats versus the first-seeded North Carolina Tar Heels. Villanova came into the game scorching hot, having abso-lutely dominated their previous 
opponents, while North Carolina was always considered a potential winner. The game went back and forth until the second half where Villanova went on a big run to get their lead to double digits. The Tar Heels were not going down with-out a fight, and fought all the way back and tied the game on a dou-ble-clutch three pointer with just 4.7 seconds left. Villanova then went the full court out of the time-out and ended the tournament with a bang as Kris Jenkins nailed a three at the buzzer to give them the 77-74 win. Villanova has been known to disappoint in March, but not this time. They got hot at the right time and both teams put on a performance that solidified this tournament’s place in college basketball history.
SPORTSApril 8, 2016
This week I sat down with freshman Nathan Schlesinger of the 
Lawrence Fencing Team. Schlesinger represented Lawrence at the 
NCAA Championships, finishing 24th in men’s foil with one victory 
over 23 bouts. He is the first Lawrence fencer to qualify for the  NCAA 
Championships since 2001.  
Gabe Chapman: Tell me about the NCAA Championships. How did it feel to be representing Lawrence?  
Nathan Schlesinger: It was definitely a great honor to be there. I remember looking at the list of people who had qualified that would be going and saying, “Wow, I’m surprised my name is on that list.” It’s 24 of the best fencers in the country – not just in the college system, and I rarely get the opportunity to fence people of that skill level and that’s really good for my fencing to get those bouts in. It was kind of a rough start though; at the banquet it was weird to only have a team of me and my coach and not be familiar with hardly any of the other fencers in the room, and the first day of competition got off to a slow start. I wasn’t fencing very well and  [I was] getting 
frustrated. I did expect to lose all my bouts, but I felt I wasn’t giving my opponents a challenge. But the second day I started getting into the competitive spirit of the room and feeling more confident, and ended up having a lot more fun. I almost pulled off a win against the captain of the Columbia University fencing team – which won the overall team title – and pulled off a win against one of New York University’s fencers which was really satisfying. 
GC: How did you get a spot in the National Championships?
NS: Well, in my category, men’s foil, five fencers were going to go to the championships this season from the Midwest region and no more than two fencers can go from each school. Two schools that are head-and-above everyone else in the region are Notre Dame and Ohio State, so they were predicted to send two fencers each. There were six fencers at regionals not from Ohio State or Notre Dame, and I had fenced every one of them at some point during the season and knew I just had to finish ahead of them to qualify for nationals. The most important bout was with the guy who was just below me in the season ranking. We ended up going into overtime and he had won the priority coin flip, which means I had to get a touch within one minute, and I was able to hit him within the last 15 seconds. I was so exhilarated because I knew that was it and I would be going to nationals. I had a few seconds to sign the score sheet to let it all process.
GC: Were the championships a good confidence and experience boost?NS: Yeah, I think I learned some things from this championship. I talked to my former coach and referees that I knew and they all advised that I try to get more bouts in with these more experienced fencers, because I know what I have to do, it’s just a matter of execu-tion. And part of that is because we don’t have a foil coach here suitable for my level. So getting more bouts at that level and some private coaching will be important. 
GC: How did you get into fencing?
NS: I saw it in videogames and movies. I wasn’t very good at other sports in elementary school like soccer or football, but I understood how the games were supposed to be played. I took to chess pretty well, and I just thought fencing would be a cool thing to try. You can really benefit by having a good tactical mind in fencing, and wits before athleticism can make a huge difference. That had a big impact on me in elementary school.
GC: Do you have any goals for the rest of the year?
NS: Well, now that the season is over, I’m teaching myself to lay off the fencing for a little bit since that’s been such a huge part of my life and I think about everything in terms of fencing. I think it’s a good opportunity for me now to focus on other things and learn how to not be constantly thinking about fencing.
STANDINGS
Photo by Emei Thompson
Nathan Schlesinger - Fencing
Athlete of the Week
by Gabriel Armistead Chapman
Statistics are courtesy of 
www.midwestconference.org
Apr. 6, 2016
MEN’S TENNIS
TEAM MWC OVR
Lawrence 2-0 8-6 
Grinnell 1-0 19-5 
Monmouth 1-0 3-7 
Lake Forest 0-0 7-6 
Carroll 0-0 3-7 
Knox 0-0 0-13 
Cornell 0-1 9-7 
St. Norbert 0-1 3-4 
Illinois 0-1 0-9 
Ripon 0-1 0-9 
  
BASEBALL
North
TEAM MWC OVR
Carroll 0-0 10-4 
Beloit 0-0 11-5 
Lawrence 0-0 6-6 
St. Norbert 0-0 4-6 
Ripon 0-0 2-12 
South
Grinnell 0-0 12-4 
Illinois 0-0 9-5 
Cornell 0-0 10-6 
Monmouth 0-0 10-7 
Knox 0-0 2-9 
SOFTBALL
TEAM MWC OVR
Grinnell 2-0 10-7 
Monmouth 5-1 11-7 
Lake Forest 3-1 8-9 
Illinois 2-2 10-6 
Cornell 2-2 8-10 
Carroll 0-0 8-6 
Lawrence 0-0 7-6-1 
St. Norbert 0-0 0-8 
Ripon 0-0 0-12 
Beloit 0-4 3-15 
Knox 0-4 0-16
43
The remaining 
number of Lawrence 
varsity competitions 
this term
By the 
Numbers
L E T ’ S  G O,  L AW R E N C E !
March Madness ends with historic bang
CJ Revis
Staff Writer
_____________________________________
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Margaret Koss
Staff Writer
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This past weekend, April 1-3, the Lawrence University Film Studies Department hosted the first Associated Colleges of the Midwest (ACM) Film Festival and Conference. Featuring screenings, workshops and master classes, the festivals brought together student filmmakers and scholars from fellow ACM schools. According to Jill Beck Director of Film Studies Amy Ongiri, the festival is “to bring different schools together around the question of filmmaking and film studies, and to bring filmmakers and film scholars together.” The initial idea for the film fes-tival started with Lawrence graduate and Artist-in-Residence Catherine Tatge ’72. The festival was a collaborative effort with-in the department, as Onigri wrote a grant to make this event possible while Visiting Assistant Professor of Film Studies Anne Haydock helped to create the structure.“This year, there were judges giving workshops,” said Ongiri. “For example, we have an actor from the movie “Kick Ass” talking about being an actor, a casting agent who represents A-list stars talking about what it means to be in the film industry and a documentary film maker talking about what it means to work independently.” However, Ongiri emphasizes that the ultimate focus of the festival is on the stu-dents. “We have student filmmakers show-ing their films and we also have people presenting papers about film. The goal is to bring Hollywood to Appleton by bringing in professionals.”Alexander Babbitt ‘15 also assisted 
with organizing this year’s festival. “I’m interested in film because there’s so much creative space to move around in, both as an audience member and a filmmaker,” said Babbitt. “As an audience member the interpretations of one film are inexhaust-ible—especially when you learn some film theory.  As a filmmaker the possibilities of storytelling are endless, especially now with the advancement of technology.”The festival is the product of six to eight months of work and preparation. However, according to Ongiri, it was “time well spent in the grand scheme of things.” As the festival continues to grow in future years, they hope for 100 percent participa-tion from all ACM schools.Talking about the importance of film studies as a subject, Ongiri shared “We live in a visual world where people understand their reality through images and so for me as a film scholar, it is important that I understand how those images work and how they work on people and why it has become the way why we talk to each other and the way that we understand our history and our culture and ourselves as people.” On the subject of giving advice to future filmmakers, Babbitt said, “I don’t feel comfortable giving advice because that would assume I know more than them; I try to assume the opposite. Maybe that’s my advice?” Onigri disagreed, “Make work seen and shown to get people to really know you as a film maker and for you to develop your voice in response to what people tell you through feedback. It’s a chance for people to develop that voice and share that voice.”
Film Festival unites ACM“I’m getting my  Masters in International Development and Humanitarian Emergencies,” Bonoff said. Her interest in nonprofit work led her to pursue this degree which she hopes will bring her closer to her goal of eventually moving to Berlin and working with non-profits there. “There are a couple foundations in Berlin that are associated with political par-ties, like the Green Party and the Left Party, that have their own respective foundations focusing on political education and human rights development, and I think it would be really cool to work with one of those foundations.”Bonoff is a perfect example of the kind of student that Lawrence tries to cultivate: a multi-interested mind unafraid to explore any and all possibilities for her future. “I think [Lawrence] gives you the opportunity to advocate for yourself in a different way,” she said. “You can learn more about yourself if you have the oppor-tunity to join multiple organizations or to take independent studies or tutorials with specific professors—you can explore more specific things that you’re interested in.”Bonoff is certainly involved in a wide range of groups on campus; she is a mem-ber of Kappa Alpha Theta, works at the Volunteer Center, serves as chair of the Committee on Community Service and Engagement, is on Mortar Board, works with Lawrentians for Bernie and swam for a few years on the Lawrence University Swimming and Diving team— just to name a few.As most of us know from experience, remaining active in so many corners of Lawrence can be exhausting and difficult. Bonoff highlights the positive aspects of being able to take a leading role in so many areas. “It’s easy to feel like you’re getting bogged down by the Lawrence bubble, but 
it helps to realize how lucky we are to be at a school like Lawrence,” she shared. “Because it’s a smaller school, you make more connections, and I’ve gained more confidence than I would have at a large school where you’re a member of a crowd.” Bonoff pursued multiple interests in her academic life as well, pursuing a double major in German and Government in the International Relations (IR) track. She also studied abroad in Berlin in 2014. To find the graduate programs that were right for her, Bonoff did a lot of independent research. “I really just Googled masters programs in different fields until I found programs I thought were interesting,” she said and advised undergrads to do the same thing. “If you’re interested in going on to graduate school, I would just recommend looking early, taking time when you have a free moment,” said Bonoff “But also don’t be afraid to apply for random things you find last minute. Applying to the LSE was actu-ally on a whim.”In addition to LSE, Bonoff applied to several graduate programs across Europe and to the Peace Corps in Ukraine. The cost became the main factor in determining her choice. When asked why she focused on programs in Europe, she mentions the cost again. “Tuition is cheaper in Europe,” she said. “Also, most of the German programs were research-based, which is what I was more interested in as opposed to the taught programs in the U.S.”Clearly, Bonoff has a lot figured out—aside from small things, like where she will be living, but let’s not worry about that now—and said she “[was] feeling good” about graduating. “It’s weird to think about this part of my life being over,” she admitted. “Undergraduate is such a unique experi-ence.”
Senior Spotlight:
Sarah Bonoff
P h o t o  F e a t u r e:
The protest was organized by a local Hispanic group but attended by many. 
Photo courtesy of Andrea Magaña
Photo provided by Sarah Bonoff
With graduation quickly approaching, our time with the class of 2016 is getting short. This column will feature a different 
senior each week for the rest of the year to give us a better idea of what members of our senior class are doing after Lawrence and how they got to where they are today. This week’s senior, Sarah Bonoff, will begin studying at the London School of Economics (LSE) in the fall.
Protesters against Trump’s rally gathered opposite the Radisson Paper Valley Hotel. 
Photo courtesy of Andrea Magaña
Karina Barajas
Staff Writer
__________________________________
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Cabaret, an annual event presented by Lawrence International (LI) and the inter-national student community, has been one of the most anticipated performances in the Lawrence community. The 40th annual Cabaret will take place on Saturday, April 9 at 6:30 p.m. and Sunday, April 10 at 3 p.m. after a long period of preparation which began last Fall Term. The annual student performance features dances, instrumental and vocal performances and fashion from around the world. More than 100 students, including domestic and international students and even friendship families, have joined in preparing this large event since the Fall Term. The board members of LI planned ahead to review the previous performances of Cabaret, book the Stansbury Theatre and overview the general sequence of the future performances. The hard work finally starts when the performers take part in Cabaret by practicing and embodying the perfor-
mance. Through the hard work of planning and practicing, Cabaret offers students a chance to experience the different cultures on campus and represent the significance of their own. “All these students, both international and domestic, come together from differ-ent backgrounds and different countries to collaborate to put up the show,” said sophomore and Community Building Chair Tamanna Akram, from Bangladesh. “I think Cabaret shows a good example of collabora-tion, something Lawrence is really proud of.” “I think it is the perfect time for other students to learn other culture,” added Jordanian freshman Jawad Alweleidat, who is also performing in the Jordanian perfor-mance. LI board members and performers, including Akram and Alweleidat, value the cultural significance and collaboration of both domestic and international students. By emphasizing cultural significance, Cabaret also provides an excellent opportu-nity for international students to represent their own countries as well as others. South 
Korean junior and LI Publicity Manager, Peter Kim initially joined the fashion show last year and now helps represent the Bangladeshi and Jordanian culture by danc-ing and wearing their traditional clothing. “This year, I’m on the LI board to help out with the stage, two fashion shows—South Korean and Bangladesh—and two dances—K-Pop and Jordanian,” said Kim. Although preparing the several different performances at once may seem over-whelming and time-consuming, he said it is still fun and worthwhile to contribute to cultural diversity of Lawrence University.Like Kim, many students first take part in presenting the traditional clothing of different countries and then extend their involvement by becoming backstage staff, dancers and so forth. The process of pre-paring Cabaret itself conveys the important value of cooperation and cultural diversity by allowing many people to engage in the preparation.Cabaret does not only entertain with riveting, unique performances, but also helps the audience contemplate the mean-
ing of culture and enshrine the value of cooperation and unity in the Lawrence community. Discussing the cultural diver-sity of Cabaret, Nepalese junior and LI President Bimalsen Rajbhandari also high-lighted the educational aspect of the show.“Even in Jordan, there are many dif-ferent identities in that small community,” said Rajbhandari. “Even though we put up a Jordanian performance, we don’t think we can fully convey what the whole country is thinking about. This particular perfor-mance only represents the tiny fraction of each country and obviously the whole world.”Cabaret helps people understand cul-tural differences, even those embedded within a single country, and revisit the true meaning of culture itself. As many peo-ple have endeavored to prepare this large event, LI board members and performers believe this upcoming show will indeed pay off by offering a fascinating cultural experi-ence to all of its audiences. 
40th Cabaret preparations in full swing
With the buzz of the current election cycle sweeping across the country, quiet Appleton has been no exception to the fervor. Over the past two weeks, the nor-mally off-the-grid town has been briefly transformed into an area of national inter-est due to visiting political candidates and figures. At the same time, the race for the Appleton mayoral position was getting heated. The burst of activity left campus asking: where does the Lawrence com-munity fit within this political framework? Lawrence facilitated students’ partici-pation in voting by hosting a voter location, providing a shuttle to voting locations, help-ing to ensure valid voter IDs and holding pre-registration in the Warch Campus Center. However, not all students vote in Wisconsin. Senior Alice Jamison chose to vote absentee in her home state. “I filled out an absentee ballot from North Carolina,” she said. “Although Wisconsin is a swing state, I feel more strongly about voting for North Carolina and I also wanted to vote for some of the local elections that are down there.” Her position highlighted an issue often forgotten in the shade of the larg-er presidential elections—local poli-tics. “Lawrence encourages people to vote but we only focus on one can-didate and so other smaller candidates that also have a very negative impact on Wisconsin were reelected,” added Jamison. The lack of information and student participation surrounding local politics is opposed by the overabundance of press coverage regarding the presidential race. In addition to media platforms, Lawrence stu-dents were lucky to be able to inform them-selves personally by attending any of the three rallies that took place in the last week. Junior and Government major Andrea Magaña was able to attend Bernie Sanders’ rally at the Fox Cities Performing Arts Center, Hillary Clinton’s rally in Green Bay and wit-ness the protests outside of Donald Trump’s rally at the Radisson Paper Valley Hotel. “The rallies were all really different in terms of venues, the audience and the speeches,” Magaña stated. “I [was] still deciding who I [was] voting for, that is why [I went] to hear their speeches, to be more informed, I read the news and [did] my homework, but I still [wanted] to see them in person.” Magaña noted that many other students went to the rallies as well. Participation var-ied from attending the rallies to actively pro-testing them. Magaña herself helped spread the word about an anti-Trump protest orga-nized by a Hispanic group in Appleton. She also reported that many Lawrentians appeared to be at the Sanders’ rally. “It was really positive as a lot of stu-
dents went,” said Magaña. “Many did not necessarily support Bernie, but still were very excited and went anyway to be more informed.  I also saw a lot of professors who went. I think some classes just went together to observe and to analyze people.” However, on a predominantly liber-al campus like Lawrence, we are left to wonder whether there is enough diver-sity in the political conversations amongst Lawrentians. Sophomore Ryan Haight agreed that diversity of opinion is often a forgotten topic on campus. “I think it’s good that they were representing both sides of the political spectrum,” said Haight. “Even though I don’t like Trump, I was happy to see both represented. I think it brought an extra boost for people to decided to vote.” Magaña, on the other hand, felt that the view points at Lawrence may not be as monotonous as they first appear. “Although the majority of our campus might identify as Democrats or support Bernie, there is a vari-ety of viewpoints regarding Bernie’s policy proposals or Trump’s ideas, for example.” Besides the diversity issue, the deci-sion to vote or not to vote is also another heated debate. As the Wisconsin Primary Day, April 5, drew near, students were reminded to carry out their democratic right to vote. According to Haight, voting is important, however, it should not be an obligation. “I do not think it matters that much at our specific school considering what a small portion of the actual elec-torate we are,” he said. “I voted because I wanted to. Anyone should vote if they want to. I don’t think the school needs to push people to vote or anything like that.” On the other hand, others feel that voting is not a question of choice, but a necessary duty. “I think it’s an honor, when you think about [the fact that] you are able to have a say,” said Jamison. “[It is] a small vote and people use the argument that one vote will not make a difference, but […] if everybody had that view and everybody changed their mind it would make a huge difference. It impacts everything […] Unless you want to remain completely silent about everything that goes on, you need to vote.” Regardless of the decision Lawrentians made on Tuesday, this conversation will con-tinue to occur until the presidential election in November. Through this debate, there is an opportunity to further understand the issues and the candidates. Haight com-ments on the paradox of uninformed voters stating, “I do think people should vote, I just think they should educate themselves first.”
Mina Seo
Staff Writer
_______________________________________________
Sarah Perret-Goluboff & Anh Ta
Features Editors
______________________________________________
Lawrentians take to the pollsOutside the voting booth
Over the last two weeks, Lawrence students and Appleton community members have had the opportunity to see many presidential candidates and political figures in action as Appleton becomes a popular destination on their campaign trails. This is also a great opportunity for com-munity members to let their voices be heard, whether by protest signs or their voting ballots. A local Hispanic group took to the streets before the Trump’s rally to start a civil protest and demonstrated their disapproval of Trump’s ideas and policy proposals. For Lawrentians, many had the opportunity to see Bernie Sanders in person at the Fox Cities Performing Arts Center on March 29 and Bill Clinton at the Warch Campus Center as he was campaigning for Hillary on April 1. A small group of Lawrentians also protested outside of the Trump’s rally; some even traveled to Green Bay to see Hillary Clinton on Tuesday, March 29. After an eventful first week of Spring Term with presidential candidates’ rallies both on and off-campus, many take to the voting booths on Tuesday, April 5.
Lawrence students register to vote. 
Photo courtesy of Sarah Perret-Goluboff
Photo courtesy of Sarah Perret-Goluboff.
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After a tough winter full of hardships, poor training condi-tions, and the inability to practice 
on a real indoor track, the Vikings are eager to begin their next track season. Look for the Vikings to continue to reach the peak of their training and compete at an even higher level as they push for a top conference finish. The Vikings will 
also host their only home meet of the year on May 7, so be sure to support the Vikings as they push to improve. 
mostly of middle-aged and elderly Caucasian citizens.  The event started at 2 p.m. when former Trump employee Tana Goertz invited all attendees to join her in a prayer in favor of Trump’s campaign and the U.S. as a whole. Goertz then encouraged the crowd to pledge allegiance to the flag, and requested that every-one sing the national anthem after. Finally, Goertz recognized all the veterans who attended the rally and requested that all of them rise for a standing ovation. As Goertz left the stage, it was announced to the general crowd that “Mr. Trump supports the First Amendment as much as he supports and respects the Second Amendment.” After this introduction, Trump was welcomed onstage by his ecstatic supporters.  He spent a significant amount of time select-ing specific members of the audi-ence and complimenting them on their Trump apparel, whilst also expressing his love and apprecia-tion for the people of Wisconsin in general. In talking about his agen-da, Trump focused on parts of his foreign policy that relate to Mexico, the Western World’s con-flict with ISIS and the trade deals made by the U.S. government. 
“We make the worst trade deals,” he said specifically. He also pro-vided extensive commentary on President Barack Obama’s strat-egy against ISIS by stating, “We have a president who will not call it for what it is: radical Islamic terrorism.” It was at that moment when numerous members of the crowd called Obama a Muslim. He also expressed his opinion on America’s interrogation program, “We can’t waterboard and [ISIS] can drop off heads? We need to make some changes.” After employing several wit-ticisms against his opponent, Senator Ted Cruz, he said that “[Cruz] great relationships with the Mexicans,” and after encour-aging the audience to think about illegal immigration and “the Syrians,” Trump read the lyrics of “The Snake,” a song released by American singer Al Wilson in 1968. Trump ended his rally by stating, “If you’re not going to vote for me, don’t go out to vote.” The audience then erupt-ed in applause, and numerous attendees approached the stage to receive autographs. It should also be noted that numerous protesters had gath-ered outside the hotel to express their dissatisfaction with Trump’s policies. However, there were no incidents of violence.
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT April 8, 2016
To start off Spring Term right, the Dave King Trio played a show to the eager and intrepid ears of Lawrence University students on Monday, March 28 at 8 p.m. The trio features the superb talents of drummer Dave King—known for many projects, most nota-bly the Bad Plus and Happy Apple—as well as bassist Billy Peterson and Lawrence’s own Lecturer of Music and pianist Bill Carrothers. Other than Peterson, I have had the chance to hear the other art-ists in different settings includ-ing both concerts and record-ings. I am always excited to see Carrothers play because I never fully expect what he will do on stage. King is the same way, although I have not had the chance to see him nearly as much as Carrothers. In addi-tion to their spontaneity, both musicians brought their well-known goofy personalities to the stage—an attribute rarely seen in concerts that are put on by professional musicians.The fact that none of the pieces in the set—save the last tune before the encore—were announced beforehand con-tributed to the overall loose-ness and relaxed ambience of the concert. Typically, jazz combo concerts at Lawrence rarely have programs and most verbally introduce the songs, but it was a refreshing change to go into each tune and just let myself become immersed in the music without any pre-conceived notions that may come with knowing what tune they were playing. This tech-nique was especially effective with this show because the trio played quite a few stan-dards, but due to how they played them, the songs were not always immediately identi-fiable. It was clear that the trio recognized the art of taking a simpler idea—the standard—and making it their own by transcending its original form and inserting their own voices so strongly that in the moment it may not even sound like the standard at all. There were many moments in the show when I briefly recognized the tune only to be whisked away into a completely different col-lage of sounds.I never knew what to expect with these brilliant artists’ music—and that goes beyond where they went as a trio. If I just focused on one of them, the experience was completely altered, challenging me as a listener. When listening to just Peterson, for example, I was continually astounded by what he was playing. It was dis-orienting at times, in the best 
way, because it almost did not make sense as he was playing it, but after a line, I thought, “Oh, I can hear the logic and underlying idea behind that.” My awe only grew as I asked myself if I would  be able to guess or assume what the other two musicians were playing if I isolated Peterson and found that my answer was a quick no. I continued asking myself this question with the other musi-cians as well throughout the concert.I experience an indescrib-ably good feeling being at a concert that challenges me this much to think about what is going in my ears, how it bounces around in my brain and hopefully seeps out as I play. While this concert was certainly a learning experience that made me think incredibly hard, it was also just plain fun, which, unfortunately, is uncom-mon. There often seems to be a great divide between intel-lectual concerts and enjoyable concerts. Many jazz concerts can be incredible to witness but feel stiff and uptight to the audience. Other concerts, such as hip hop or rock, may be fun, but there is good chance the audience is not thinking that hard during them.However, the Dave King Trio is a special group because they tread in between, putting on a show that not only made me laugh my ass off, but also made me sit at the edge of my seat, shaking my head in won-der, transfixed by the music while also thinking about how I could work the techniques into my own music. I enjoy pretty much every concert I attend—I go to most because I know a bit about them, and if I do not, I can usually glean at least one thing from them—but there are very few that I love in the moment and leave me itching to play as they end.Of course I felt this way about this concert. How could I not? It is not everyday I see a grown man pick up two talking “E.T.” toys as instruments and stretch the limits of jazz music with his good friends. Thanks to Dave King and his trio, my mind and ears are continuing to open to all the possibilities that come with being a jazz musician. Sometimes I get in a rut practicing scales, licks and the like, and that can really put a dent in my musical psyche. I feel like my playing gets too built on routine, and at those moments, I’ll miss the spon-taneity and freedom that jazz can provide. Experiencing con-certs such as this one reignite that passion I have for express-ing myself through the rich art form of music and really remind me of its importance.Goofy, incredible and 
     Izzy Yellen
      Columnist
_______________________
Dave King Trio
Book Review
Stephen King’s 
“Dolores Clairborne”
Artists must always find new ways to present their ideas in order to distinguish their works from each other and from the works of other artists. In his 1992 novel “Dolores Claiborne,” author Steven King steers away from his favorite genre—hor-ror—and abandons many con-ventions of novel-writing.The book consists entirely of the titular character Dolores Claiborne giving a statement to the Little Tall Island, Maine police, who suspect that she murdered her wealthy employer who died days earlier. Claiborne talks through entire decades of her life in an attempt to prove that she is innocent.Claiborne is a colorful, foul-mouthed character who speaks in a charming dialect. She is not very pleasant at first, but as her circumstances are revealed, readers may grow more sympa-thetic. She fights for her safety and freedom at the cost of her standing with the law.Instead of meticulously revealing secrets and creat-
ing artificial mystery, King lets Claiborne’s account stand on its own. There are no chapter divisions, so Claiborne’s sto-ries continue uninterrupted. She speaks these stories into a recording device that may be used against her in the future.The majority of the book’s pages are dedicated to the story of the demise of Clairborne’s husband. After years of with-standing his alcohol-driven physical abuse, Claiborne stands up to him to protect their children. She pushes him down a well and creates a bulletproof alibi. She successfully fends off investigators, but the towns-people are suspicious—Little Tall Island is small, and word travels quickly.Decades after that, Vera Donovan dies. Donovan was wealthy but incapacitated by mental illness. Claiborne was her maid and personal atten-dant for years, so when people hear that Clairborne has been named the sole beneficiary of Donovan’s will, they won-der if she somehow expedited Donovan’s decline.Claiborne hopes that by confessing to her husband’s 
murder the police will be more likely to believe her this time. She is innocent in this case, after all—she was not directly involved in the death of her employer, even though she wit-nessed it. Readers must ques-tion whether or not they believe all of Clairborne’s actions are pardonable. The story is left open-end-ed. Nothing happens after the tape recorder turns off, although Claiborne herself seems opti-mistic. She says, “In the end, I’ll take what I can take n [sic] grit my teeth so it looks like a grin, just like I always have.” This book is recommended for anyone interested in slow-burning drama with a dark atmosphere. It is not meant to be too suspenseful or scary, but it does include many disturbing themes, some of which were unaddressed in this review. The run-on organization of the novel guarantees that one will find it hard to take breaks. Overall, in “Dolores Clairborne,” King paints a compelling picture of a deep character who asks “What would you do?” 
    Wendell Leafstedt
     Staff Writer 
_________________________
See page 11
Rallies
continued from page 2
Track
continued from page 4
a preliminary hearing is very low.”Skoog’s defense attorney Greg Petit ’90 held back his com-ments given his interpretation of Wisconsin Supreme Court Rule (SCR) 20:3.6. He did, how-ever, express disappointment over “people want[ing] to find the defendant guilty before he’s had a right to a trial.” Petit further wrote, “While I do think it is fair to examine the issue of rape on cam-pus, to brand someone a rapist without evidence seems to be an unhealthy approach in a learning environment.”In an April 7 interview with 
The Lawrentian, President Mark Burstein stated that, upon review-ing this particular case, the admin-istration has decided that Skoog will not be returning to campus, regardless of the outcome of the case’s outcome. It is yet to be clari-fied if this is an official expulsion.An arraignment has been scheduled for Monday, April 25 at 11 a.m. in Branch I of the Outagamie County Justice Center. Skoog will either plead guilty or not guilty at that time. If he pleads guilty, a trial will follow. 
Skoog
continued from page 1
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Generally when you go into the Wriston Art Center Galleries, you have an idea of what you are going to get, by and large. Some visual art here, a splash of pho-tography there, the area dotted tastefully with a few sculptures and one or two video projectors. It is good to have variety, and it is always nice to have a diverse col-lection of art displayed in Wriston, and you never know what sort of surprises you might discover. Every once in a while, though, Wriston does a theme exhibition in subject or medium or both, and this norm was well demonstrated 
with the opening of three new exhibitions that started Thursday, March 31. They are “Certificates of Presence, the Photography of Livija Patikne,” “The Archive as a River: Paul Vanderbilt and Photography” and an exhibition by University of Wisconsin-Madison artist Jill H. Casid. All three exhib-its deal with the same ideas: the preservation of the past; the way that the distance of time can cause memory to become slippery and evasive; and how conjured-up memories can become so differ-ent from what happened long ago. Patikne’s approach is possi-bly the most emblematic of these themes: her compositions are very much like portraits, aware of the fashion and aesthetics of 
the time, reminiscent of the leg-endary cinematographer Gordon Willis’ collaborations with Woody Allen in “Zelig, The Purple Rose of Cairo”—deeply aware and in tune with color and detail that would be forgotten by those less careful. These photos could exist either as real portraits of the past or highly elaborate reconstructions, and it is a delightful surprise to find out which one the portrait really is.Vanderbilt’s approach is very different: his photos are almost elusive, as if taken from the backs of moving cars or walking by with a cellphone camera with-out breaking stride. The pictures don’t look blurry or rushed but still feel almost slippery, as if they are hurtling by like a comet. This 
feeling is also emphasized by the fact that Vanderbilt includes his own poetry on the walls, grouping certain images together under a common theme—a few lines that evoke the memory the pictures depict. What a pity there was not audio of the poetry—it would greatly enhance the already quite compelling effect. It is Casid, however, who occupies the largest space of the gallery, and for good reason: her works are the most evocative of the themes, the longest reaching in terms of subject and geography and the most interesting in form. A series of what could almost be Polaroids of various LGBT couples showing affection line the wall, pointed at a level where the wit-
ness to the art must crouch or bend to see them. These photos are also covered with semi-trans-lucent black boxes, which make the context blurry and indistinct unless you look through a small slot in the opening of the box. This effect, while very private and almost voyeuristic at first, soon becomes emotionally powerful: we realize that this is a memo-ry—a moment in time that shines out from a personal perspective against the darkness.
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENTApril 8, 2016
     Izzy Yellen
      Columnist
_________________________As part of both the World Music and Dance Concert Series, Lawrence University welcomed Simon Shaheen and his current project Zafir to the Lawrence Memorial Chapel last Friday, April 1 at 8 p.m.  Shaheen, an oud-ist, violinist and composer, cre-ated this project with the intent of electrifying traditional Arab music and bringing out its similarities with Flamenco music. He accom-plished this goal by means of new and old compositions, improvisa-tion, folk-based lyrics and dance.Without much knowledge of either culture or its music, it may be difficult to recognize the similarities between the two, but detailed program notes and well-stated explanations from Shaheen 
before nearly every song educated the audience, thus enabling a bet-ter interaction with the perfor-mance. Zafir, I learned, is the name Shaheen gave to the wind that blew from Africa to Europe nearly six hundred years ago, spreading the creativity in their art and cul-ture to each other. With the help of both Arab and Spanish artists, Shaheen put on a show with not only a diverse set of arts but a diverse set of influences as well.The instrumentation of Zafir featured a wonderful array of sounds and origins. While some were more familiar to a majority of the ears in the audience—piano, guitar, flute, violin and cello, with the latter two being in special Arabic tunings—others featured are rarely seen in Western music. These were the oud, which is a lute-like instrument; an Arabic flute; a qanun, which is a zither-
like instrument; and various per-cussion from around the world. What was distinctly beauti-ful about this concert was that Shaheen and his collaborators did not just perform music steeped in many traditions due to their instrumentation; they also paid strong attention to the nuances of each style and thoughtfully fused them together with each other. The mix of Arabic with Spanish and new with old was remarkable. No matter the age of the piece, the ensemble brought it to the current moment with their performance without disregarding the rich tra-ditions of the music.The blending of the new and old was perhaps my favor-ite aspect of the performance. Never at any moment did I feel like Shaheen and the others were merely playing traditional music because they brought it to life 
with an effort to show its rel-evance today. On the other hand, it was clear the new material was heavily influenced by its preced-ing music in the style. Because of this fact, the new and old were hard to discern from each other, giving the entire concert a time-less feel that dripped with both nostalgia and innovation.Shaheen’s virtuosic perfor-mances with the rest of his tal-ented ensemble undoubtedly left most of the audience stunned, but it is safe to say that all of the audience left thinking about how Auxi Fernandez, the guest Flamenco dancer, interacted with the gifted band. Fernandez was nothing short of graceful, pow-erful and exhilarating, not only reacting visually with dance, but also providing her own sonic layer by means of snapping and clicking her shoes.  Her injection 
of Flamenco culture into mostly Arabic music quite explicitly dis-played the similarities between Arabic and Hispanic arts, with the goal of a heightened state of emotion being one of the major parallels.This concert—like many oth-ers that are a part of the World Music Series—went beyond my expectations and left me intrigued by music I probably would never have heard were it not for this series. It is easy to remain in a bubble of American music, but it is vital—especially as a musician—to explore the world of music out there. Do not shy away from music because you are unfamiliar with it: you never know what might resonate with you.
Zafir with Simon Shaheen resonates in Lawrence Memorial Chapel
     Henry Dykstal
      Staff Writer
________________________
Wriston Art Center Galleries display memorable photographs
Photo by Natalie Cash
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I would like to begin this piece with a warning for anyone who is not comfortable reading about sexual abuse—especially regard-ing students or minors. As recent statements by The Lawrentian Editorial Board reaffirm, the pur-pose of journalism is to improve reporting and discourse, not to exploit a tragic situation. In the following paragraphs, I will strictly discuss my opinion as a student at Lawrence regarding the policies that have contributed to the appalling case of Thomas Skoog. I will refrain from discuss-ing journalistic ethics or even the case itself. As a story in progress with much clarification still need-ed, I will give parties involved due privacy. However, I will address the Administration of Lawrence University bluntly and openly. I believe that with their deci-sion to allow Skoog to return, they compromised the safety of Lawrentians, Staff, Appleton and beyond. I also believe that they 
owe more than just apologies. Immediate changes to the sexual assault policy must be taken if we are to prevent more cases like this one.But how should we start? What changes should be made? And who should we hold responsible?In order for Lawrence to truly prevent another case of assault and sexual exploitation on cam-pus, we need to do a better job at monitoring the sexual climate, and ensure that students under-stand consent. One of the main problems is that the person in charge of reviewing claims of sex-ual misconduct is also a profes-sor and administrator. Associate Dean of the Faculty and Associate Professor of Education Bob Williams continues to work as an administrator while also serv-ing as the Title IX Coordinator, reviewing allegations of sexual misconduct.I know people at Lawrence tend to have busy schedules, but no person with such responsibil-ity over our sexual assault policy should be doing so many things. I agree with the various students 
on campus who call for the cre-ation of a Title IX position to over-see claims of assault. However, selecting a new Title IX coordinator is not enough. Harsher punishments must be put in place for students who have been convicted of serious sexual crimes. Anyone convicted by the university of rape, sexual assault or sexual exploitation should not be allowed to return. A serious mark should also be placed on their transcript detailing the rea-sons for expulsion. What is more, cases like Skoog’s involving serious accusa-tions of rape, assault and exploi-tation, should be turned over to the authorities outside of campus. Had it not occurred at Lawrence, the alleged offense by Skoog would have landed him in jail. Instead, he was not even expelled.Violations of the Honor Code such as plagiarism are heav-ily punished by the university. Yet, it seems that while one can be expelled for citing a quota-tion improperly, one will not be expelled for sexually assaulting someone. 
Speaking of the Honor Code, what exactly happened to the reciprocity in it? We know very little about the first Skoog case, and while privacy is important, I would like full transparen-cy regarding the gravity of the alleged crime. That is, as long as the victim agrees. While it can be hard for sur-vivors to have information about their attack surface, there is an important safety component at risk with maintaining sentences behind closed doors. Transparency in our policy and decisions can help keep the administration and students accountable as we move on.It is exactly that lack of trans-parency which has led to unrest throughout campus with students calling for Vice President for Student Affairs Nancy Truesdell to resign—a demand that I agree with. Although my knowledge is limited, I believe she is to some extent responsible for the punish-ment that Skoog may or may not have received. If the decision to not expel him was hers, then she must step down or be terminated. 
Regardless of who’s decision it was, if someone allowed Skoog back, they ought to be fired. It is the least we can do in order to alleviate the pain of the survivors. I do not believe that Ms. Truesdell is a bad person. While firing Truesdell—or whomever might mean an inconvenience for her or the administration, the damage of their previous decisions goes beyond a salary. Finally, I would like to thank the courageous students who have come forward demanding re-form and improvement to our cur-rent policy. None of the propos-als here presented are original. Instead, they are an amalgamation of previous demands, and for this I thank and credit student leaders. I would also like to send my love and condolences to those who suffered tremendously through this period. I send my most sincere prayers to you all, ensuring you that you are strong, brave and still to see better days. 
According to the Intercountry Adoption Bureau of Consular Affairs and the US Department of State, more than 73,600 adop-tions from China took place between 1991 and 2013. I hap-pen to be a part of that statis-tic. I was adopted from China at 13 months in January of 1998. I am a product of the Chinese gov-ernment’s One Child Policy. This policy was established between 1978 and 1980 as a regulation to help curb population growth and was initially a temporary fix. Many healthy young baby girls were given up because of the pref-erence to produce males. In China, the male cultural preference is abundant because of their hopeful economic  prospects. It was not until recently, in October of 2015, that the government addressed the imbalanced ratio of males to females. As a result of this, the law was changed to a two-child policy, which took effect in January of 2016.My loving parents did every-thing to engage my interest in my Chinese heritage, but I could not comprehend its importance, and consequently did not ben-efit until years later. I denied my Asian exterior, telling people even though I do not look it, I am basi-cally white. After all, I benefited from my parents’ white privilege, and it is what I knew. See, here in America, we have an obses-sion with feeding our ego. We love knowing and applying our knowl-edge, and labels just happen to satisfy our desire to understand the unknown. We conform to appear civil.  Adoptees approach the stages of identity differently, and it tends to fluctuate with age. Many of my adopted friends agree that our personal truth may have been sugar-coated early in our child-hood and has now evolved into something much deeper and more serious. To compensate for all the emotions of discovering self truth, 
the once awe-inspired feelings towards our birth place became suppressed. After all, genealogy assignments in class do not allow adoptees to identify with their entire culture, but rather only their immediate adopted families.In my experience, the class-room settings were not always easy. Classmates would ask me questions such as “Who’s your real mother? Why didn’t she want you?” Or “Are you happy you have a better life now?” I wonder—do children like me have enough emotional support and commu-nity to fight these comments or do they just nod and shake their heads in confusion? I had a lack of role models to look up to. As fun as it was to com-bat my classmates’ questions with sassy replies or eye rolls, it was still a responsibility to educate my peers. Whether it was mine, well, there’s no telling. Talking about what traits someone inher-ited from such and such was dull because my answer was always, “I don’t know.”As a 10-year-old I had the opportunity to travel back to China. I thought I would get answers to the questions some of my friends take for granted, because they have the answers. Instead, I realized I was not Chinese at all. In the Hunan prov-ince, I briefly reunited with my orphanage caregiver, had dim sum with the orphanage director, saw the street corner I was left on, and learned the name of the police officer that found me. Much of this went over my head as a shy, insecure 10-year-old. I clung to my parents. I asso-ciated them with safety in this foreign country to which I was sure I did not belong. Vendors and locals having lunch around tourist attractions and parks would come up to me and start speaking rap-idly, probably asking what I was doing with white people. They would give looks, or ask for our picture as if we were celebrities.
OPINIONS & EDITORIALS April 8, 2016
STAFF EDITORIAL
This election is as farcical as reality television
Letters to the Editor can be sent in to Opinions & Editorials Editor, Jonathan Rubin at jonathan.c.rubin@
lawrence.edu. We review all letters and consider them for publication. The Lwrentian staff reserves the 
right to edit for clarity, decency, style and space. All letters should be submitted on the Monday before pub-
lication, and should not be more than 350 words.
Cameron Montgomery 
For The Lawrentian 
_____________________________________
The opinions expressed in The Lawrentian are those of the students, faculty and 
community members who wrote them. All facts are as provided by the authors. The 
Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial, which 
represents a majority of the editorial board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to 
submit their own opinions using the parameters outlined in the masthead.
These broken presidential primaries are not coming out of nowhere. The same desire for enter-tainment and simplicity that has created the Kardashian reality television dynasty has moved into the political sphere. This should not be surprising, because the same people who watch reality television are voting. Our electoral process is no longer an effective way to select the most qualified leaders. The state of the current presidential primaries is exemplary of these problems. The electoral process is too long and too showy.Debates and speeches discussing policy platforms can become repetitive over the course of a cam-paign cycle that now begins nearly two years before the election. As a result, candidates have an incen-tive to behave in ways that bring attention to them that are not necessarily related to policy.This “showier” side of our electoral process is becoming increasingly evident this election season. Many believed Donald Trump’s campaign would fail because of his antics: his outrageous statements, his disrespect for other candidates and his brash style. In actuality, it is these things that have given him so much staying power. They are a source of discussion for many, creating an incentive for media outlets to devote more coverage to his antics in the hopes of gaining viewership. This is essentially providing the Trump campaign with free airtime. When you turn the electoral process into a game show, you cannot be surprised when a game show mogul runs away with it.Trump is not the only candidate who has at times minimized the importance of policy to spread gen-eral awareness of his candidacy. Hillary Clinton’s attempts to gain the millennial vote has led one of the most powerful and experienced stateswoman to appear on comedy television as a guest star, and be the subject of numerous vines. On this campus, a pertinent example of the dumbing down of the discourse surrounding this election is Bernie Sanders’ success as a “dank meme-lord.” Although these tactics may be entertaining, they are not informative.Politics is important, and should be engaging. However, in this primary election cycle, the line between being engaging and merely entertaining was crossed long ago. The election has become a cash-cow for news networks and convention centers. We need to take it back. 
Oswaldo Gomez
For The Lawrentian
_____________________________________
Changes need to be made in how we prevent assault
Adoption and Identity
See page 11
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I have to be honest, when I decided to go to New Mexico this spring break with the Lawrence University Native American Organization (LUNA), I was in search of healing. There was an emotional wound at Lawrence that had begun to fester and it needed to heal. This wound was inflicted by the structural violence and the toxic environment that the student body breeds, and I needed to get away.I have been part of the Committee on Diversity Affairs since my freshman year, and men-tal health has been on the minds of marginalized students on cam-pus. When the list of demands was brought to the table towards the end of Winter Term, it proved not only how racist the town of Appleton was, but it deconstruct-ed the idea that Lawrence was this “liberal utopia.”A typical college student comes back from spring break with a tan and epic stories to tell. I came back with herbal medicine to help de-stress, and new ways of navigating toxic spaces. Mental health has become a central topic to the existence of disadvantaged students. The People of Color and Gay Lesbian or Whatever (GLOW) list of demands 
demonstrates that a culture shift needs to happen. Most important-ly, this shift needs to happen in the way we talk about difficult topics and address serious issues.The word “violence” is usu-ally interpreted in the physical sense, but violence can also occu-py the realms of the psychologi-cal and emotional. We know this because of the existence of theo-ries such as Historical Trauma and Post Traumatic Slave Syndrome. Some people get offended by some words, but others are triggered.When some marginalized students are faced with macroag-gressions or discriminatory acts, they are not just offended; they have been triggered. Some say that trigger warnings are not nec-essary because they stifle conver-sation. What people do not under-stand is that trigger warnings are not meant to limit a conversation, rather they are an anti-oppression tool that gives a person the agency to not relive their trauma.When students are not lis-tened to, it is at the cost of their mental wellbeing. A perfect exam-ple of this is the return of Thomas Skoog. Sexual assault survivors had protested his return last Spring Term, and they were not listened to. Now with the charges against Skoog, the administration has once again put the campus in turmoil. The mental health of 
these survivors is now put on the line because the administration did not listen. School policies and decisions can endanger the well-being of students.While I can bash the admin-istration in a plethora of ways, that is not the point of this article. The purpose of this article is to demonstrate how we are part of a larger system; it is to make the administration realize that they are not isolated from the student body. As an institution Lawrence cannot fail to see the intersec-tions between mental health and student retention rates, especially in marginalized students. It does not matter how much financial aid is given; if the mind is not at ease there is no point in staying. I want-ed to leave Lawrence my fresh-man year—even though I had a full tuition scholarship. I have seen so many of my friends leave because of the college’s inability to address issues of mental health.I know that there are cur-rent initiatives that are being done to expand the counseling center at the university, but this is a reminder to the administra-tion and the student body that the decision that we make whether individually or as a group affects the campus structurally and cul-turally. Our actions shape the campus climate, and the campus climate affects us all. 
This past week has brought a slew of political hotshots to the Little Apple, as well as thou-sands of their supporters. Having never met a Trump supporter before – and half-convinced that The Donald’s rampant popularity was just a horrific Truman Show-esque prank – I decided to go undercover among his most dedi-cated followers in rainy down-town Appleton this past Tuesday, March 29. I dressed in red, white and blue, armed myself with white privilege and a digital camera, and headed out into the steady gray drizzle to see these people for myself. Hundreds of people were lined up all along downtown Appleton. The end of the line was nowhere in sight, so I just started walking. I received more than a few suspicious stares. Trump sup-porters aren’t a trusting bunch. One particularly rowdy group of people had the misfortune to be across the street from the bulk of the protesters. “I’m triggered!,” a teenage boy yelled, snigger-ing to his friends. This was dis-heartening, to say the least, but I pushed onward and approached my first target—a group of four high school kids in red and white “Make America Great Again” base-ball caps. “Hey guys!” I announced, very aware that I sounded like a hope-lessly uncool dad. “I’m trying to get some pictures of Trump sup-porters. Do you mind if I take 
a picture of you?” And just like that, everything changed. The kids squished together happily, proud to display their support for America’s flashiest billionaire-turned-politician. I discovered that people love being asked to pose for pictures, especially these people in their Trump regalia. I had expected the rally attendees to be ashamed of their support for such a blatantly racist, sexist and incompetent candidate—instead, they were proud to be backing Donald, and flashed their pride with buttons, hats and t-shirts.I was very surprised. I learned that Trump’s supporters are not hateful—they are unaware. The sheer mass of people who support Trump’s outland-ish claims and unreasonable plans represent a huge flaw with the American education system. The majority of these people do not fully understand how the American system of government works, how policies are enacted and how change is made. They don not understand that when Trump says, “I will build a wall, and Mexico will pay for it,” that it is impossible. They do not under-stand that there will be no happy wall to keep drugs and terror-ists out with a little door to let in all the “good guys,” and that Mexico will not pay for it because one country simply cannot coerce another sovereign nation to do something like that.I heard grumblings about undocumented immigrants, and about how the protesters across the street needed to get jobs. 
One man asked loudly, “Are any of [the protestors] even of work-ing age?” Trump supporters are people who value hard work and think that through hard work one can achieve anything in America. That’s the American Dream. That’s how Donald Trump made it in America—you know, with a small loan of $1 million.But, the American Dream does not work for anyone except cis, white, heterosexual Americans. And it works better for males than females. People of Color and peo-ple in the LGBTQA+ community can work as hard as they can, but the systematic racism, classism and bigotry in America will not allow them to succeed—at least not at the same level as white cis-gender heterosexual males.If the Trump supporters under-stand this, they are certainly doing their best to ignore it. The issue with “Trump is looking out for us” is that “us” does not encompass all Americans. It leaves millions of people behind. Trump is not look-ing out for the Muslim population. Trump is not supporting the Trans community. Trump is supporting himself and people who look and think like him—that is, they only think about themselves.It is so terrifying that he has reached so many people with this tactic. Trump supporters are ral-lying for something that many of them don’t fully understand the consequences of.Trump might make America great again—for white cisgender heterosexual males, and white cis-gender heterosexual males only. 
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To the Editor,
Like many Lawrentians, I have been distressed by recent events on campus, and all the more distressed that I have contrib-uted to the suffering of sexual assault survivors.  I experienced and witnessed sexual assault as a young teen, and I abhor any form of sexual violence.  I am also outraged by gender discrimination and insist that my daughters deserve the same opportunities as anyone’s sons.  And in my volunteer work as a comprehensive sex education teacher, I strive to help youth develop positive sexual identities and healthy relationships.When I assumed the duties of Title IX coordinator at the start of the year, I was concerned that students might not feel comfort-able talking with a male coordinator about their concerns, so I rec-ommended that the university establish confidential sexual assault advocates—SHARE Advocates.  When students did meet with me, I handled conversations with little skill and sensitivity, owing to my inexperience and lack of training as a counselor.  I found it especially hard to deliver news that a student did not want to hear: that a mat-ter does not fall under Title IX or that I lack the authority to grant what they want.  My offer to help them get support surely sounded hollow, even hurtful.  For that, I am truly sorry.I have also done a poor job helping students understand the duties of the Title IX Coordinator.  The coordinator does not decide who is in violation or who stays, goes or is allowed to return.  Those matters are decided by university authorities who oversee students, faculty and staff.  The coordinator refers complaints, ensures pro-cedures are followed and remains impartial to avoid gender bias. University authorities judge the cases according to the policy and facts established by the external investigator.Because sexual assault is underreported and usually not wit-nessed, the complaints and facts that can be established fall short of stories that circulate in our community.  In looking over files from the last several years, I found no cases where findings or sanctions did not conform to the actual complaints, the policy in effect and the facts that could be established.  Because cases cannot be discussed, the community will never know how much space exists between what “everybody knows” and what formed the basis for an official decision.  It is clear we need to create a campus climate where more people feel comfortable coming forward to seek help or to complain about misconduct, so we can close that gap.To move us forward, the students, faculty and staff of SHARE, which includes the leaders of SAASHA and LUCC, have prepared a draft sexual misconduct policy that focuses more on support for survivors and states unequivocally that anyone who engages in forc-ible sexual intercourse will be expelled or terminated.  We are also refining the selection and training of SHARE advocates and adding education for incoming students during the crucial first term on campus, among other initiatives.  Finally, I have recommended to the president and provost that they reassign Title IX responsibil-ity to a permanent staff position with more time to focus on these efforts.  Whatever role I play next year, I will continue the effort to free our campus from gender discrimination and sexual violence.
—Bob Williams, Title IX Coordinator 
LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Who are Trump supporters?
Revaluating mental health 
and violence at Lawrence
Guil Louis
For The Lawrentian
_____________________________________
Cassie Gitkin
For The Lawrentian
_____________________________________
Flying home to America, I had learned a lot about what I had to be grateful for, but also what cultural customs I left behind. I learned that despite my birth mother’s circumstances, I would have been cared for either way. Maybe I would not have been as 
financially comfortable or going to college, but I would have my wit. Identifying as strictly American had just been a defense mecha-nism for me to cover any trace of doubt and insecurity about being successful. I used my fam-ily’s whiteness growing up to my advantage, because it was the only identity I actually understood that had a history worth living in.
Adoption
continued from page 10
inspiring are some words I can use to quickly capture the concert. All that is written above can cap-ture it a bit better. But what cap-tures the concert best are its short moments of wild amusement and the way I felt immediately after them. These moments are gone now, and it is near impossible to write about them after they have 
happened, but I am left with the imprints. Those imprints alone are enough to fuel my desire to seek out not only more concerts like this one, but to also create my own experiences by myself and with friends. Moments like these only push me forward and continually inspire me as a musi-cian, and I am thankful for artists like Dave King, Bill Carrothers and Billy Peterson for helping me live them.
Meditations
continued from page 8
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contacted.  Articles submitted 
without a contact number will 
not be published.
—The Lawrentian reserves 
the right to print any submis-
sions received after the above 
deadline 
—Letters to the editor will be 
edited for clarity, decency and 
grammar.
—Letters to the editor should 
not be more than 350 words.
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Best Traditional Pizza
Best Late-Night Dining
Best Take-Out/Delivery
920-749-1111FREE SUPER-MUNCHEEZ
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Which reality TV show is most similar to the current presidential election?
PHOTO POLL Sadie TenpasPhoto Editor
“Dance Moms.”
—Michelle Ning
“Shark Tank.”
—Micheal Hubbard
“The Real World.”
—Jose Cedeno
“CNN - Election 2016.”
—Kipf Hahtagwhay
“16 and Pregnant.”
—Grant Wilkie
“Flavor of Love.”
—Emily Wendorff
